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One of the main features of nodes in mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is their
cooperation with neighbors to propagate data. Misusing this feature, malicious nodes
cooperate with normal nodes to disrupt network operation and reduce its efficiency.
These nodes attack other network nodes and prevent being detected by other nodes
through using the mobility characteristic of nodes in MANETs. One of the effective
ways to detect malicious nodes is using game theory. Focusing on this issue, in this paper,
an approach is presented for malicious node detection using Games Theory. Data exchange between two nodes forms a game, and the history of the successful and unsuccessful sending/receiving of data, is stored to be used for future decisions. Malicious
nodes are detected by the game components, sent and received data as well as information that have been stored in different stages. The experimental results indicate that if
the density of malicious nodes approximately reaches 20%, and the game is repeated
more than four times between neighboring nodes, the proposed approach raises the malicious node detection rate to 91%. However, if the density of malicious nodes is more
than 30%, the algorithm can detect more than 87% of them after being repeated six
times.
Keywords: network security, MANETs, malicious node, intrusion detection, game theory

1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc network is a collection of self-organizing wireless nodes communicating with each other [1]. Nodes in the network do everything such as routing. This
means that nodes are responsible for the routing, sending data, receiving data, network
security controlling, recognizing malicious nodes, and other factors discussed in the network security issues [2]. This issue implies the important role of securing each node.
Nodes of mobile ad hoc networks are classified into three categories “selfish,” “malicious,” and “normal.” The normal nodes perform their routine activities in the network
without any destruction. The selfish nodes themselves are divided into three types [3];
Type 1 includes the nodes that contribute in finding and maintaining the best route between source and destination, but they do not involve in sending packets to the next hop.
Type 2 contains the nodes that do not participate in routing or sending the packet to the
next hop. The nodes that act like nodes Type 1 or 2 depending on their energies are of
Type 3. The malicious nodes include nodes that have destructive goals in the network.
They try to maximize disturbing the network performance and efficiency, to deceive the
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normal nodes, to ignore, not sent, or eliminate the packets received from neighbors, to
conduct received packets into an improper route, and to waste the energy of other nodes.
A malicious node adopts the following actions: (1) It cooperates with normal nodes to
gain their trust; (2) It attacks to degrade the network performance or achieve other destructive goals; (3) It attempts to escape before being detected; (4) It enters the network
as a new comer. Under some circumstances, a malicious node may sense that other nodes’
cooperation with it is less than before. It may happen because other nodes have guessed
the malicious node’s nature. Therefore, it is not beneficial that the malicious node stays
in the network and may decide to change its ID and tries to enter the network as a new
comer.
Identifying of malicious nodes plays an important role in enhancing network security and performance. Thus, this paper provides an algorithm to detect these nodes. Several methods have been proposed to detect malicious nodes. These methods include monitoring the behavior of neighbors [4], weighing a node’s behavior and measuring confidence based on the weight [5], using the sequential hypothesis testing to assess nodes’
reaction [6], and using the activity records gathered by neighbors in different times [7].
Games Theory is another powerful tool used by many researchers to detect malicious
nodes or encourage collaboration with other participants. In reference [8], Gharaee et al.
have proposed a strategy based on the Games Theory to provide a way in order to encourage malicious nodes to cooperate with others in heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. In references [9, 10], a method based on Bayesian game theory is suggested to
model the interaction of malicious and normal nodes in order to identify malicious nodes
and to understand how they act against being detected.
The other method proposed in this field [11] is based on Bayesian game theory that
tries to conserve energy. Bayesian game refers to a game, with incomplete information
and different types of players. In this game, each player’s action depends on the opponents’ previous action. The selected action is based on using a possibility value calculated at each step.
In this paper, the interaction between two nodes, which one of them is normal and
another one type is unknown, is modeled as a game. Due to certain conditions of Bayesian game, and it’s compatibility with the presented algorithm we used it in this paper.
The sending and receiving results and neighbor’s responses to inquiries are saved in
nodes’ recording table and used in the next decision-making. These interactions are continued to be stored at appropriate times to be used to identify malicious nodes.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The related research is discussed in
Section 2. Section 3 includes the most important attacks carried out by malicious nodes.
The basic concepts of the game theory are mentioned in Section 4. Section 5 contains the
proposed approach. Experimental results are given in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes and summarizes the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
As mentioned above, malicious nodes in the network have destructive purposes.
Therefore, identifying and reporting these nodes can enhance network performance and
reduce network downtime. Cooperation between nodes in the mobile ad hoc networks
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and motivating them to cooperate with other nodes were completely analyzed and reviewed in [12]. Malicious nodes are also introduced, discussed, and studied in this paper.
In reference [14], a method based on the game theory was introduced to detect malicious
nodes in wireless sensor networks. In this method, it is assumed that the number of malicious nodes is much less than the number of normal nodes and each node is not aware of
the other nodes’ type. The purpose of this paper was to detect abnormal behavior of malicious nodes.
Reference [15] presented TPP-Game algorithm that aims at modeling, analyzing the
cooperation and trustable behavior between the nodes. The proposed algorithm in reference [15] is based on a trust value, which is collected through direct and indirect evidence of the activities of the other nodes in the network and is used to measure trustworthy of network members. Because the trust value is calculated using collected data of all
network nodes, it has a high accuracy, as the advantage of this parameter. Reference [16]
used a non-zero sum and non-cooperative game [13]. Since this game uses the probability parameters to select strategies, it is a Bayesian game. Reference [17] provided a way
to avoid dropping messages on P2P networks. The game presented in this paper is an
iterative and two-player game between two neighboring nodes in the P2P network. In
fact, the data exchanging between neighboring network nodes is modeled as a game. As a
result, the game is iterative and will be presented at all stages of the network. In reference
[18], some methods based on game theory were proposed to maintain the security of mobile ad hoc network. These algorithms are designed for networks whose members adopt
restrictions on the use of its resources. These algorithms cannot be used in networks
whose members have a high degree of mobility without any restrictions.
All aforementioned methods and algorithms are important and cannot be ignored;
however, each of them has weaknesses in some circumstances that must be improved. To
provide an efficient algorithm to detect malicious nodes in mobile ad hoc networks, the
strengths of them can be beneficial. Focusing on this issue, we present a new game theory approach for malicious node detection in MANETs in this paper.

3. MALICIOUS ATTACKS IN MANET
One of the factors that may violate security of ad hoc networks is a malicious node
regarded as a member of the network. Attacks in mobile ad hoc networks caused by malicious nodes are summarized in Table 1.

4. GAME THEORY
Game theory is one of the most powerful tools for modeling transactions between
nodes and predicting strategies. It uses mathematical and computational support for the
nodes to decide at each stage of the game. In this theory, players use a series of agreements between themselves to run the game using the rules adopted [13].
4.1 Definition
A game consists of a set of players, a set of moves or strategies, and results given
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Table 1. Various attacks in MANET area done by malicious nodes.
Attack name
Modification
Fabrication
Impersonation (Spoofing)
Black hole
Gray hole
Wormhole (Tunneling)
Rushing
Denial of service
Sybil
Reply
Location Disclosures

Attacks in MANET
Active/passive
active
active
active
active
active
active
active
active
active
passive
active

Attack layer
Multi-layer
Multi-layer
Physical-layer
Network-layer
Network-layer
Network-layer
Multi-layer
Multi-layer
Network-layer
Multi-layer
Network-layer

for each combination of strategies [19]. If we are to present a precise mathematical definition of game theory, G-game can be defined as follows.
G = N, A, {ui},
where N denotes the number of players, A is a set of action profile caused by the multiplying Cartesian product operations
A = A1 * A2 * A3 * …. * An,
and u is a set of utility functions {ui} = {u1 … un} such that the resulting benefit for node
i after selecting the action ai is shown by ui [19]. Also ui(x, y) represents the operating
profit of the player i doing the action x while his opponent is doing the action y.
4.2 Classification of Game Theories
Games have many aspects. Hence, they can be categorized according to different
aspects. The classifications of games are as follows.
 Static or dynamic game: In a dynamic game, the nodes are aware of their own or others’ previous moves and benefit from them at different stages of the game, while in the
static game, players make decisions simultaneously without any knowledge about
strategies chosen by other players.
 Number of repetitions: A game may be done once, or it may be repeated several
times. Each repetition can be done with the same or different players.
 Complete or incomplete information game: A record of the opponent and current
player’s own moves during a game may be available. This type of game is called
“complete information game.” If all information is not available, it is referred to as
“incomplete information game.”
 Cooperative or non-cooperative nature of the game: players may choose a strategy
during the game with the agreement. If agreement between the players is applicable
and practical, the game is called “cooperative” and if not, the game is referred to as
“non-cooperative.”
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4.3 Nash Equilibrium
In game theory, Nash equilibrium [19] is a solution from the game theory, which
gives the best gain to all players. No player can change his strategy to earn more gain
while the other’s gains are not increased. In such circumstances, the Nash equilibrium is
composed of a set of strategies that players choose and their related payoffs [6].
4.4 Bayesian Game
Bayesian game is a game with incomplete information and includes the following
components:
 A finite set of players, i  {1, 2, …, I}
 A finite set of actions for each player, ai  Ai
 A finite set of player types θi  Φi
 The probability distribution for each type of the players
 Payoff function for players is:
ui = A1 * A2 * … * Ai * Φ1 * Φ2 * … * Φi →R
To put it more simply, Bayesian game is a game played with incomplete information in which players’ type is different from each other. Each player can choose an
action according to the opponent’s previous behavior and the conditions under which
they are acting. Selected action would be placed using a possible value for each stage of
the calculation. The Nash equilibrium for Bayesian game is the same as that for common
games. The difference is that players need to consider their beliefs about the type of opponent with respect to the acquisition of the previous games. This game is used in the
proposed algorithm due to some characteristics such as: different types of nodes as a
player (normal and malicious), the set of strategies for each player selected in each specific situation and incomplete information about the players as well as the type of the
opponent node.

5. DETECTION ALGORITHM
5.1 Specifications of the Proposed Game
 It uses a dynamic game model. A dynamic game is the one in which the nodes are
aware of their own or other’s previous moves and benefit from them at different stages
of the game. Using the obtained profits, the can update its information on how its opponents perform.
 It uses a Bayesian game model. Because of uncertainty about the neighboring nodes
and their types, there is always the possibility that repeated and emphatic decision fails.
Therefore, it is better to have a probability parameter to recognize the best move made
at any stage and to have the best possible use of your own previous behavior and other
node’s behavior. If you play once, the obtained benefits cannot be used and there will
be no training parameters. Each repetition of game leads to having more experienced
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noodes at any sttage and bestt using of injuuries, decision
n benefits, an
nd previous innform
mation.
 Nu
umber of plaayers: The gaame is consideered between two nodes of the network. One
off these nodes could
c
be a maalicious node and the secon
nd node is assumed to be a norm
mal node.
 Noon-cooperativve: The goal is recognizinng, punishing,, or expelling malicious noodes.
Thhe nodes are also
a not awaree of the existeence and locattion of malicious nodes. Thherefoore, the game is
i non-cooperaative.
 In
ncomplete Infformation: Obviously,
O
the information is
i incomplete because nodees are
noot cognizant of the destructiive nature of a node.
The set of strrategies design
ned for the gaame are {A, C,
C D, R}, wherre A representts the
attacck, C represennts the cooperration, R repreesents reportin
ng a node as a malicious nnode,
and D is indicativve of indifferen
nce. Each playyer (node) sho
ould select on
ne of the strateegies
at eaach stage of thhe game. Afterr the adoptionn of one strateegy, each player gains its paayoff
whose amount is dependent on
n the opponeent’s strategy and reaction. Malicious nnodes
havee the choice too select the strrategy C to deeceive other players,
p
attack
k, or prevent bbeing
recoggnized. To track the behav
vior of their nneighbors for correct detecction of maliccious
nodees, nodes monnitor the behaavior and perfformance of their
t
neighborrs and store tthese
impoortant messages, including successful annd unsuccessfu
ul data transfeer as parameteers to
be ussed later.
5.2 M
Malicious Node Detection Algorithm
In this sectioon, the game payoff
p
table beetween two no
odes labeled 1 and 2 is form
med,
and tthe Nash equiilibrium for each node is c alculated. Thiis table is sho
own in Fig. 1. It is
assum
med that nodee 1 is a normaal node, and nnode 2 can bee a normal or a malicious nnode.
Due to lack of infformation abou
ut nodes at thhe beginning of
o the network
k, it is better too put
the ssame initial vaalues for paraameter node tyype. Thereforre, the probability for a nodde to
be m
malicious or noon-malicious is
i equal for alll nodes at the beginning of the game.

Fig. 1. Payoff functioons for player 1 and 2.

n
in the proposed algoriithm.
In this section, we calculatte the expecteed payoff for node
As thhe table in Figg. 1 indicates, Eq. (1) is useed for player 1’s
1 expected payoff.
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1(A, C, D) = p1q1u1(A, C) + p1q1u1(A, D) + p1(1  q1  q2)u1(A, R) + p2q1u1(C, C) +
p2q2u1(C, D) + p2(1  q1  q2)u1(C, R) + (1  p1  p2)q1u1(D, C) + (1  p1  p2)
q2u1(D, D) + (1  p1  p2) (1  q1  q2)u1(D, R)
(1)
The expectation that player 1 can choose any of the operations is calculated as follows:
E1(A, q) = q1u1(A, C) + q2u1(A, D) + (1  q1  q2)u1(A, R),
E1(C, q) = q1u1(C, C) + q2u1(A, D) + (1  q1  q2)u1(C, R),
E1(D, q) = q1u1(D, C) + q2u1(D, D) + (1  q1  q2)u1(D, R).

(2)
(3)
(4)

Using the topic of the best response, intersection points of the graphs of these formulas are equal to a compound of the game Nash equilibrium. In other words, the compound Nash equilibrium is achieved putting each of the Eqs. (2)-(4) as equivalent pairs.
The probability value for each action of player 1 is obtained by calculating a compound
Nash equilibrium. Obtaining these values at each stage of the game, player 1 can perform
the best reaction.
Similarly, we have the following for the player 2:

2(C, D, R) = q1p1u2(A, C) + q1p2u2(C, C) + q1(1  p1  p2)u2(D, C) + q2p1u2(A, D) +
q2p2u2(C, D) + q2(1  p1  p2)u2(D, D) + (1  q1  q2)p1u1(A, R) + (1  q1  q2)
p2u2(C, R) + (1  q1  q2) (1  p1  p2)u2(D, R).
(5)
The expectation that player 2 can choose any of the operations is calculated as follows:
E2(C, p) = p1u1(A, C) + p2u2(C, C) + (1  p1  p2)u2(D, C),
E2(D, p) = p1u2(A, D) + p2u2(C, D) + (1  p1  p2)u2(D, D),
E2(R, p) = p1u2(A, R) + p2u2(C, R) + (1  p1  p2)u2(D, R).

(6)
(7)
(8)

In this section, using the topic of best response, intersection points of these three
formulas is equal to a compound of the game Nash equilibrium for node 2. Placing
equivalent each pair of Eqs. (6)-(8), combination Nash equilibrium is achieved. The
probability value for each action of player 2 is obtained by calculating a compound Nash
equilibrium. Obtaining these values at each stage of the game, player 2 can perform the
best reaction.
In the algorithm, sending a packet between two nodes is considered as a two-player
game. This game is iteratively played between all nodes of the network. Malicious nodes
are specified by using data collected from all nodes of the network. The detection procedure is as follows:
 All neighboring nodes in the network play many times with one another.
 Each node stores successful and unsuccessful data transfers with neighboring nodes as
well as those of the nodes located on the data destination path and the result of his
sending.
 At each stage of data sending, the nodes update their information related to their
neighbors.

(2
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 Profitability values change with respect to time and the previous game information.
This allows the players to play more cautiously. In this manner, malicious nodes cannot predict the strategy of normal nodes.
 At each step, the node that is going to send the packet to the next hop starts playing
game with another node (neighbor node). At this time, the node checks and investigates its saved list. The node updates his profitability rates considering the number of
the opponent’s successful and unsuccessful data transfers, acquires probability values
for each action, and selects its own action accordingly.
 At the specified times, a set of neighboring nodes or nodes that trust each other compare their saved lists, detect, and report malicious nodes on the path that have led to
the greatest number of failures by sharing information.
Our approach uses more strategies in game for all of the normal and malicious
nodes in comparison to the previous ones. Moreover, our method stores data in a concise
and compact manner to be used in different stages and cooperation of neighboring nodes.
5.3 Time Complexity
Suppose a MANET with n nodes which each node could have at most k neighbors
and assume each node plays g games with its neighbors during the network lifetime. ThereTherefore, the time complexity to detect nature of all neighbors of a node is
(Number of node’s neighbors)  (Number of games played with neighbors)  (Time
complexity of one game)
The time complexity of a single game consists of finding the best probabilities for
choosing strategies and then selecting one of them. The Eqs. (2)-(4), (6)-(8) are used in
this paper to find these probability parameters. There are two unknown parameters in
these three equations. Using Gauss-Jordan elimination, time complexity of finding these
two parameters choosing one strategy from three strategies is O(1). Therefore, the time
complexity of a single game is O(1). The time complexity of finding the nature of all
neighbors of a node is
O(1)  O(g)  O(k) = O(kg).
The time complexity of the whole algorithm consists of exchanging reports between
nodes in the MANET and detecting nature of all neighbors of the nodes which is equal
with
(Time complexity of detecting nature of all neighbors of a node  Number of nodes)
+ (Number of exchanged reports in the network  Repetition of exchanging reports)
If all nodes in the MANET send reports to their neighbors, n  k reports will be exchanged. If t is the number of repetitions, the time complexity of the whole algorithm is
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O(kg) + O(tnk).
It is worthwhile to note that the calculated time complexity is too smaller than O(n3)
and O(n2) because t, k and g are constant and small coefficients.
5.4 Space Complexity
We assume that network contains n nodes, and each node has at most k neighbors.
Each node needs to accumulate its neighbor’s information. In this condition, a number or
a string is presumed as storage unit. Each node should keep the following items for each
neighbor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Identifier
Number of interactions with it
Number of successful interactions with it
Number of unsuccessful interactions with it
Number of tolerable penalties assigned to it
Number of remaining tolerable penalties related to it
A field which determines maliciousness of a neighbor from beginning up to now.
A field that, determines nature of a neighbor

According to above items, if the number of common neighbors of each node with
neighbor node is k, required space for each node will be kk + 7k. Therefore, the total
required space for all nodes is n(kk + 7k). For example, if a network contains 100 nodes,
each node has 10 neighbors, each neighbor has 4 common neighbors with considered
node, and required space for a field is 1 byte, then required space for each node will be
equal to 110 bytes. Therefore, the total required space for all nodes will be 1100 bytes.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
6.1 Experimental Setup
Java was used to implement the proposed algorithm. The algorithm was run on a
Dual core 2.53 GHz processor with 4 GB of RAM.
6.2 Dataset
To have close results to real world, datasets were used with characteristics look like
to real MANET characteristics such as the number of neighbors that a node could have,
percentage of malicious members of MANET, MANET scope and diversity of the nodes
in the MANET. MANET members, their information about neighbors, and the other
needed information were produced in a uniform random way. List of used datasets are
collected in Table 2. The scope for MANET was considered between 10000 and 2250000
units. The number of members was changed from 100 to 1500 nodes. The malicious per-
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centage of nodes was varied from 10% to 40%. Each member node has 5 to 16 neighbors.
Datasets are available in http://cld.persiangig.com/download/XRRYIT/dl.
Table 2. Used datasets features.
100_10.txt
100_20.txt
100_30.txt
100_40.txt
500_10.txt
500_20.txt
500_30.txt
500_40.txt
1000_10.txt
1000_20.txt
1000_30.txt
1000_40.txt
1500_10.txt
1500_20.txt
1500_30.txt
1500_40.txt

# of
Nodes
100
100
100
100
500
500
500
500
1000
1000
1000
1000
1500
1500
1500
1500

# of Malicious
nodes
10
20
30
40
50
100
150
200
100
200
300
400
150
300
450
600

Malicious nodes
percentage
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40
10
20
30
40

Maximum
links
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
14
15
16
13
11
13
15
13

Network area
100 * 100
100 * 100
100 * 100
100 * 100
500 * 500
500 * 500
500 * 500
500 * 500
1000 * 1000
1000 * 1000
1000 * 1000
1000 * 1000
1500 * 1500
1500 * 1500
1500 * 1500
1500 * 1500

6.3 Efficiency Analysis of the Proposed Algorithm
To evaluate the algorithm it was compared to algorithms proposed in [20, 22]. To
evaluate the detection rate of malicious nodes and the misdetection rate of normal nodes,
the algorithms were run in different conditions. The experimental results are summarized
in Figs. 2-9.
Figs. 2, 4, 6, and 8 show the detection rate of malicious nodes when MANET has
500 members, the percentage of the malicious nodes varies from 10% to 40%, each node
plays from 10 to 40 times with its neighbors, and each node has at most 13 neighbors.
The results show that the proposed algorithm has better efficiency in detecting of malicious nodes than two other algorithms. As the results indicate the algorithms proposed in
this paper and in [20] that utilize the game theory have a better result than the algorithm
proposed in [22] which doesn’t use it. The figures show that when the percentage of malicious nodes increases the detection rate decreases. However, the slope of these diagrams for the proposed algorithm is less than the other ones. On the other hand, by increasing the number of plays (interactions) between a node and its neighbors, the detection rate increases. The proposed algorithm increases the detection rate more than the
other two algorithms as shown in Fig. 8. When the number of plays increases, the effective information about neighbors is exchanged between nodes, therefore, each node has
more complete and more robust information than previous step to decide whether a
neighbor is malicious or not. This fact is the reason of increasing the detection rate when
the number of plays increases. However, Figs. 2, 4, 6, and 8 refer to reference [22] shows
that by increasing number of interaction between nodes, detection rate does not have effective change because, this algorithm does not utilize previous interactions information
effectively.
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6.4 T
Time Compleexity Analysiss
Fig. 11 comppares the execcution time off the proposed
d algorithm, allgorithm [20],, and
algorrithm [22]. Inn this conditio
on, the numbeer of plays (in
nteractions) fo
or each node iis 30
and tthe average number
n
of link
ks for each noode is 14. Thee figure showss that the requuired
time for algorithm
m [22] is better than two othhers. By increeasing the num
mber of nodess, the
num
mber of plays (interactions) for each nodde increase an
nd consequen
ntly, the execuution
time increases. If the number of nodes is moore than 500, the
t execution time is more than
the ccondition which the numbeers of nodes arre less than 500. This is beecause the num
mber
of linnks and nodess increase. Th
he algorithms proposed in this
t paper and
d in [20] use ggame
theorry. Therefore,, the proximity
y of their runttimes is reason
nable.
Fig. 12 comppares the execcution time off the proposed
d algorithm, allgorithm [20],, and
algorrithm [22]. Inn these comparrisons, numbeer of nodes are 1000 and 30
0 percent of nnodes
are m
malicious. Nuumber of play
ys (interactionns) for each node
n
varied frrom 10 to 400 and
maxiimum link forr each node iss 14. As we eexpected, by increasing
i
num
mber of playss (interacctions) executiion time also increases.
False positive rate or ratio is the ratio off normal nodees, which are falsely
f
detecteed as
malicious nodes. The false possitive rate for the proposed
d algorithm an
nd algorithms suggesteed in [20] andd [22] in vario
ous execution situations is presented
p
in Figs.
F
3, 5, 7 annd 9.
The false positive rate for algorrithms is calcuulated using th
he following equation.
e
FPR 

FP
P
FP  T
TN

Where FP is the number of
o normal noddes that miss detected
d
as maalicious nodess and
TN iis the number of normal no
odes which corrrectly detecteed as normal nodes. As thee figures show, it is obvious
o
that th
he false posittive rate of th
he proposed algorithm
a
is loower
than the others. Therefore,
T
the proposed alggorithm has th
he lower detecction fault. Ass the
perceentage of mallicious nodes in MANET inncreases, the false-positive
f
rate increasess but
as caan be seen in the figures itt for the propoosed algorithm
m is lower than it for the oother
algorrithms.
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Fig. 110. Algorithm average consum
med time diaa
link is
gram. 10000 nodes, nodes average
14 and eachh node plays 30
0 times.
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Fig. 11. Alg
gorithm averagee consumed tim
me diagram
m. 30% malicious nodes, noddes averag
ge link is 14 an
nd each node pllays 30
times.
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Fig. 12. Algorithm average
a
consum
med time diagraam. 1000 nodess, 30% maliciou
us nodes and noodes
average linkk is 14.

7. SUM
MMARY AN
ND CONCLU
USION
Mobile ad hoc
h networks are always faaced with maany security threats becausse of
mobility of nodess and lack of a central coorrdinator. In th
his paper, we proposed
p
an aalgorithm
m based on thee game theory
y that models the interaction
ns between no
odes in the moobile
ad hhoc networks. Sending and
d receiving innteractions weere considered as a two-pllayer
gamee. In this algoorithm, all nod
des playing inn the game saave some information abouut the
interractions with neighbor
n
nodees in a table. T
The data used
d in the next sending interacction
helps the node to interact with his
h neighbors through a rattional approacch and do not send
and receive packaages blindly. In particular sspecified timees, this inform
mation is gathhered
and uused to detectt malicious no
odes. All expeeriments were done by using
g various dataasets.
Expeeriments on thhese datasets were
w used for evaluation off performance, fault, and exxecution time of the proposed
p
algorrithm. We com
mpared our results with th
he results obtaained
by [220] and [22]. The
T results sh
how that our aalgorithm behaaves better in detecting of m
malicious nodes and itts misdiagnossis rate is less than two oth
her algorithms. We can incrrease
the qquality of dettection by increasing algoorithm cost. In addition, we
w see that inn the
runtiime of the prooposed algoriithm is a bit m
more than tw
wo other algoriithms but its high
efficciency in the detection
d
of malicious
m
noddes compensattes this flaw. The experimeental
resullts showed that if the densiity of malicioous nodes app
proximately reeaches 20% off the
netw
work, and the game is repeeated more thhan four times between neighbor nodess, the
detecction rate of our method is over 91%. However, if the
t density off malicious nnodes
increeases to more than 30%, the algorithm caan detect morre than 87% of them after bbeing
repeaated for 40 tim
mes. In this caase, the false-ppositive rate average
a
is abou
ut 4%. With ssome
moddifications, thee game propo
osed in this ppaper can be generalized to
t more than two
playeers. In our futture work, we will explore iit.
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